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Quantum Black Holes 



Standard Model  
of particle physics 

It is described by a 	

quantum field theory.	




Like athletes, coupling constants run (with energy)…. 	


fast	


or	


slow	




When does gravity become important? 	


A grand unification? 	

Is there actually only 	

one fundamental interaction?	


The Planck mass	

is the energy scale	

at which quantum	

gravitational effects	

become important.	




Doing quantum gravity is challenging 

•  We do not know how to do calculations in quantum gravity.	


•  Unifying gravity and quantum mechanics is difficult.	


•  One can however show a few features such a theory should have, most 
notably: there is a minimal length in nature (e.g. XC, M. Graesser and S. Hsu) which 
corresponds to the size of the quantum fluctuations of spacetime itself.	


•  New tools/theories are needed: string theory, loop quantum gravity, 
noncommutative geometry, nonperturbative quantum gravity… maybe 
something completely different.	




Quantization of gravity is an issue in the high energy regime	

which is tough to probe experimentally	


Since we do not have data: thought experiments can give us some	

clues.	


Dimensional analysis:	

MP ~1019 GeV	

but we shall see	

that it does not need	

to be the case. 	




Why gravity do we need to quantize gravity?	


One example: linearized gravity coupled to matter (described by a 	

quantum field theory) is problematic:	


See talk of Claus Kiefer 	




We actually do not even know at what energy scale	

quantum gravity becomes strong!	


Let me give you two examples	




TeV gravity extra-dimensions 

ADD brane world	
 RS warped extra-dimension	

where MP is the effective Planck scale in 4-dim	




Running of Newton’s constant 
•  Consider GR with a massive scalar field	


•  Let me consider the renormalization of the Planck mass:	


XC, Hsu & Reeb (2008)	




Like any other coupling constant: Newton’s constant runs!	


Theoretical physics can lead to anything…	

 even business ideas!	




A large hidden sector! 
•  Gravity can be strong at 1 TeV if Newton’s constant runs fast 

somewhere between eV range and 1 TeV.	


•  Strong gravity at µ*=1 TeV takes N=1033 fields.	


•  We assume that these new fields only interact gravitationally with the 
standard model.	


•  This will reproduce a lot of the phenomenology of models with large 
extra-dimensions	




Quantum gravity effects could become important at	

 any energy scale!	


It is really an experimental question.	




Why are these models viable? 
Gravity has only been	

tested up to 	

distances of the order 	

of 10-3 eV!	


Schematic drawing of the 	

Eöt-Wash Short-range Experiment	




Typical problems of models with 
TeV Quantum Gravity: 

•  Light Kaluza-Klein gravitons in ADD:	


•  Graviton KKs lead to astrophysical constraints: 
supernovae cooling and neutron stars heating: 
limits on the scale/number of dimensions 



Bounds (orders of magnitude) on ADD brane-world 
model	


n 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Gravity 
exp. 

107 km 0.2mm 0.1 fm 

LEP2 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 

Tevatron 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 

Astro. SN
+NS 

103 TeV 102 TeV 5 TeV none none 

Cosmic 
rays 

1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 1 TeV 

Note: mass gap grows with n. In RS bounds of the order of 1 
TeV due to mass gap.	




A brief review on the formation of black holes	


One of the key signature of quantum gravity would be the	

observation of a small quantum black hole.	


(see talk of Peter D’Eath for details)	




When does a black hole form?	


This is well understood in general relativity with symmetrical 	

distribution of matter:	


But, what happens in particle collisions at  
extremely high energies?	




Small black hole formation 
(in collisions of particles) 

•  In trivial situations (spherical distribution of matter), one can solve 
explicitly Einstein’s equations e.g. Schwarzschild metric.	


•  In more complicated cases one can’t solve Einstein equations exactly 
and one needs some other criteria.	


•  Hoop conjecture (Kip Thorne): if an amount of energy E is confined to a 
ball of size R, where R < E, then that region will eventually evolve into a 
black hole.	




Small black hole formation 
(in collisions of particles) 

•  In trivial situations (spherical distribution of matter), one can solve 
explicitly Einstein’s equations e.g. Schwarzschild metric.	


•  In more complicated cases one can’t solve Einstein equations exactly 
and one needs some other criteria.	


•  Hoop conjecture (Kip Thorne): if an amount of energy E is confined to a 
ball of size R, where R < E, then that region will eventually evolve into a 
black hole.	


•  Cross-section for semi-classical BHs (closed trapped surface constructed 
by Penrose; D’Eath & Payne; Eardley & Giddings):	




•  A CTS is a compact spacelike two-surface in space-time such that outgoing null rays 
perpendicular to the surface are not expanding. 	


•  At some instant, the sphere S emits a flash of light. At a later time, the light from a point P 
forms a sphere F around P, and the envelopes S1 and S2 form the ingoing and outgoing 
wavefronts respectively. If the areas of both S1 and S2 are less than of S, then S is a closed 
trapped surface.	




Small BHs @ LHC 
(studied by Anchordoqui et al. and many other people, 

this plot is from Gingrich, hep-ph/0609055) 

This shows the significance of the inelasticity in BH production	


For partons, σ 	

increases with energy 	

but note that  PDFs go 	

so fast to zero 	

that they dominate. In 
other words quantum 
black holes dominate!	


σ(pp->BH+X), MD=1 TeV	


fb	




Semi-classical (thermal) versus quantum black hole:  
calculate the entropy! 

mBH>MP	
 mBH~MP !
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Keep in mind that E-G construction only works for mBH>>MP 	


XC Gong & Hsu	

(2008)	


We need to understand the formation of quantum BHs 	




         Black holes at LHC	

made it to the New York Times!	




CERN had ���
to react!	


black holes decay	

via Hawking	

radiations!	




Black holes have already been spotted in Belgium	


So far Belgium has not imploded… 	

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
despite black holes 	


There is a Belgian 	

beer called 	

“black hole”.	




If a BH is produced at the LHC it’s important to understand how it will	

decay in order to find the needle in the haystack.	


Does it have	

Spin?	

To what 	

particles does 	

it decay 	

(greybody	

factor)? 	


It is important to model the decay of small BHs: 	

see talks of Elizabeth Winstanley for theory and Victor Lendermann	

monte-carlo/CERN experiment side. 	




Small black holes at LHC: some open 
questions 

•  They would be produced via collisions of quarks&gluons: 
most of them would be charged under SU(3) and would 
carry a QED charge: how does this impact the production 
mechanism? See talk of Octavian Micu.	


•  Would a minimal length impact BHs solutions and their 
phenomenology at the LHC? See talk of Piero Nicolini	


•  What are the correct cross-sections for non-thermal small 
black holes? What’s the minimal QBH mass? Etc…	




Black Hole information problem  
(over simplified) 

•  S. Hawking & J. Bekenstein showed that BHs are not black but 
radiate away energy.	


•  No hair theorem: black holes are uniquely determined by their 
mass, angular momentum and charge: they don’t care how they 
got formed.	


•  If a pure quantum state enters the BH, the transformation of that 
state into the mixed state of Hawking radiation would destroy 
information about the original quantum state.	


•  If BHs are produced, we would have a unique opportunity of 
checking whether information is destroyed or not by BHs. See 
talk of Sabine Hossenfelder.	




A few personal remarks/Conclusions 

•  It is very unlikely that the scale of quantum gravity is really within the 
LHC reach. We have shown that models with large extra-dimensions 
or a large hidden sector suffer from unitarity problem (M. Atkins & XC 2010).	


•  However, there is little theoretical prejudice for the energy scale at 
which quantum gravity effects become important: It is an experimental 
physics question.	


•  LHC physics is a good excuse to think about fundamental gravity 
questions: a lot of progress has be made that way using thought 
experiments.	


•  It remains crucial to find ways to probe quantum gravity 
experimentally: primordial black holes could be useful (see talk of 
Agnieska Januik) or maybe systems with strong gravitational fields.	


•  More interaction between high energy/relativists and astronomers 
hopefully will lead to new ideas on how to probe quantum gravity.	



